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GTR

rotating table

The rotary table shot blasting machines
are designed to have an easy access to
the working surface. In fact, the two
hinged doors, upon opening, allow to
discover more than half of the roof for
being able to load the heavier pieces in the
center of the table even with the crane.
The table is composed by sectors of high
thickness wear-resistant steel. Under the
table the scrapers are positioned to
transfer the shots in the base of bucket
elevator and minimize the loading height.
The plant can be equipped with up to four
turbines, according to the table diameter
(from 1 up to 2.5 meters in the standard
versions) and to the useful working
height.

GHK

overhead conveyor

The overhead rail blast cleaning machines have a shot blasting chamber
designed with suitable dimensions and internally lined with high wear-resistant material. The turbines are allocated on one lateral wall of the chamber
and their numbers is defined in order to obtain a complete coverage on the
biggest treatable part. The room is equipped with two hinged doors to allow
entry and exit of parts from the same side. The pieces are placed on a hook
(or on an hanger). The hook is fixed on a trolley (manual or motorized a
depending on the applicable load and the size of the system) that allows the
movement of the hook inside/outside the chamber. The overhead rail has a
linear (one hook) or Y (two independent hooks) design. The trolley can be
equipped with an hoist to allow the assisted lifting/lowering of the hook.
Once in the cabin, the piece can swing in multiple positions and rotate tanks
a rotational system located on the cabin roof. This double movement allows
an optimized and homogeneous blasting result.

GHT

continuos tunnel

The overhead conveyor tunnel shot blasting machines
allow the treatment of big parts or with a relevant
length. The piece, transferred by an overhead
conveyor, passes through an inlet vestibule, a shot
blasting chamber and an outlet vestibule with blowing
system. Both lateral walls of the chamber allocate the
turbines, whose number depends on the height of the
cabin and the geometry of the parts. A manual retouching station can be added at the end of the shot
blasting process (for manual blasting or blowing
operations in the most difficult areas of the parts).
The Blasting and the painting equipment can be interlinked by a common overhead conveyor, obtaining a
fully integrated system with minimum manpower
impact.

GBG GBM

tumble belt
Batch barrel shotblasting machines allow to process medium-small pieces in
bulk. A skip loader (hydraulically operated) transfers the pieces, contained in a
box, inside the working chamber. The loop belt located in the chamber has a
special cradle shape that permit to contain the pieces and, during its rotation,
allows continuous mixing and tumbling. Depending to the load volume and the
type of parts to be treated, the belt is made by closed loop high wear-resistant
perforated rubber (GBG) or a metal slat conveyor (GBM). The turbines are located
on the roof of the cabin and the shot streams are directly focused along the width
of the belt. Once the blasting cycle is complete, the belt continues its movement
to empty the pieces from the trapped shot. After then, the belt reverses the
direction of rotation (with opened loading door) and the pieces are automatically
unloaded from the cabin onto an external horizontal belt (or vibrating channel).

GLP

rollers

Shot blasting machines with rollers conveyor are designed to process flat
products (such as sheets), profiles or structures. The equipment has a shot
blasting chamber, internally lined with wear plates, on which the turbines are
positioned (above and below the working plane). In case of structures, the
cabin is designed with increased height and the turbines are also laterally
positioned. Vestibules with rubber or polyurethane curtains (to reduce the
shot escape) are designed before/after the shot blasting chamber in
order to perform continuous operations. The outlet vestibule can be
equipped with blowers or rotating brushes to remove the standstill
grit. Loading and unloading operations can be performed on external
roller conveyors with dedicated motorization. Tubular products
(tubes and bars) can be processed on special rollers conveyors
with double conical rollers to obtain the simultaneous translation and rotation of the pieces. In this case the turbines are
positioned only on the roof of the blasting chamber.

SPARE PARTS

& RETROFITTING

We can provide wheel blasting solutions or retrofit existing plants. The turbine
is the most critical element in a shotblasting machine: we developed an "Heavy
Duty" turbine where the most sensitive wear parts (vanes, fan, housing) are
designed and manufactured with high wear resistance material. With motorizations
starting from 5.5 kW up to 110 kW, our turbines can satisfy all customer requirements.
The turbines are designed for both basic applications (light descaling or deflashing) and also
aggressive processes (desanding, derusting, roughening, heavy descaling).

Starting from a 330 mm
diameter double disc
and 5.5 kW direct
drive motor…

…up to a 500 mm diameter
double disc and 110 kW
spindle drive motor

NOT JUST A PRODUCT BUT INTEGRATED SOLUTION AND SERVICES

Spray washing systems
Our products includes modified alcohol plants, water
based plants, alcohol-water mixed plants and plants
with chlorinated solvents. Therefore, we have the ability
to recommend the correct solution and the system
suitable for the real needs and to satisfy the customer's
production request and feel forced to push a single type
of product, i.e. water or solvent. We have a wide range
of industrial washing systems (not laundry machines),
advising each individual customer not only the most
appropriate washing cycle, but the correct process for
the best expected result. Each customer, has a type of
component to be decontaminated, that needs an
ad-hoc solution, and this is why we associate the
correct process, be it alcohol, water or solvent, with the
type of pollutant to be removed. All our systems have
always been able to satisfy the most complicated
needs and the most stringent washing requirements.
All our systems meet the most current standards: national and international, to protect operators and protect
the environment, a responsibility that depends on us all.

Ultrasonic and spraying washing machines

Water jet robotic deburring systems

Industrial automation

Modified Alcohol washing solutions
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